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ABSTRACT
Giant pandas, stereotyped as silent animals, make signifi-
cantly more vocal sounds during breeding season, suggesting
that sounds are essential for coordinating their reproduction
and expression of mating preference. Previous biological
studies have also proven that giant panda sounds are corre-
lated with mating results and reproduction. This paper makes
the first attempt to devise an automatic method for predicting
mating success of giant pandas based on their vocal sounds.
Given an audio sequence of mating giant pandas recorded
during breeding encounters, we first crop out the segments
with vocal sound of giant pandas, and normalize its mag-
nitude, and length. We then extract acoustic features from
the audio segment and feed the features into a deep neural
network, which classifies the mating into success or failure.
The proposed deep neural network employs convolution lay-
ers followed by bidirection gated recurrent units to extract
vocal features, and applies attention mechanism to force the
network to focus on most relevant features. Evaluation ex-
periments on a data set collected during the past nine years
obtain promising results, proving the potential of audio-based
automatic mating success prediction methods in assisting
giant panda reproduction.
Index Terms— Mating success prediction, Speech emo-
tion recognition, Deep networks, Attention mechanism
1. INTRODUCTION
Giant panda is one of the most endangered species on the
earth. Existing research found that the breeding season of
giant panda is very short and the best chance for mating only
lasts for one day each year [1]. Traditionally, the determina-
tion of oestrum of giant pandas and the confirmation of their
mating result (i.e., whether their mating is successful or not)
are based on assessing their hormone secretion, which is op-
erationally complex and cannot provide results in real-time.
Recent studies show that giant pandas would have special vo-
cal behavior during breeding season, which opens up new op-
portunities in analyzing mating success of giant pandas.
Fig. 1: Automatic mating success prediction of giant pandas
based on their vocal sounds can better assist giant panda re-
production.
Benjamin D. Charlton et al. [2] found that bleat is kind of
positive sounds showing good intention in mating, while roar
and bark usually express rejection. In their study, they manu-
ally define five different types of giant panda vocalization, and
use clustering methods to group the vocalization data into the
five types based on handcrafted acoustic features. Although
their study demonstrates high correlation between vocal be-
havior and mating result of giant pandas, they do not provide
automatic solution for giant panda mating success prediction.
Motivated by recent rapid development of speech recog-
nition methods [3, 4, 5] and the application of computer tech-
nology in wildlife conservation [6, 7], we aim to automat-
ically predict the mating success of giant pandas based on
their vocal sounds (see Figure 1). To this end, we approach
the problem as a speech emotion recognition (SER) problem
[8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Instead of using handcrafted features and
manually defined vocalization types, we employ a deep net-
work to learn distinctive vocal features and automatically pre-
dict the mating success of giant pandas. Visualization analy-
sis of the learnt vocal features prove the effectiveness of the
proposed method, and the quantitative evaluation of the pre-
diction accuracy demonstrates the feasibility of audio-based
automatic giant panda mating success prediction. We believe
that the work in this paper is an encouraging effort towards
more intelligent giant panda reproduction. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces in detail
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our proposed method. Section 3 reports the detail of the data
we collected and the evaluation results on the data. Section 4
finally concludes the paper.
2. PROPOSED METHOD
2.1. Overview
In this paper, the audio sequences of mating giant pandas
recorded during breeding encounters are dual track. Given
an original audio sequence, it is first pre-processed to crop
out the segment with giant panda vocal sound, normalize its
amplitude to a pre-specified maximum value and its length
to two seconds, and extract 43 acoustic features per second.
Instead of directly using the extracted acoustic features for
prediction, a deep network is adopted to learn more discrimi-
native vocal features and predict the probability of successful
or failed mating based on the feature at each of the frame.
For the input audio sequence, the final prediction result is ob-
tained by summing up the probabilities across all the frames,
and its mating result is classified as success if the overall prob-
ability of success is larger.
2.2. Preprocessing
The fragment with giant panda vocal sound is first extracted
from the input audio sequence based on manually annotated
starting and ending points. Its magnitude is then normalized
such that the maximum magnitude is equal to a pre-specified
value, and its length is normalized to two seconds by cut-
ting long audio sequences or padding short audio sequences
via copying part of short audio. Finally, Mel-frequency cep-
stral coefficients (MFCCs) [13] are extracted at each of the
86 frames in the normalized audio segment(two seconds), and
used as the input for the deep network. Note that the input au-
dio sequences are dual-track, or have two channels, and the
sampling frequency of each channel is 44, 100Hz. The win-
dow size of Fourier transform in computing MFCCs is 2, 048.
Therefore, 43 acoustic features of MFCCs are obtained for
each channel of the audio segment, and dimension of each
feature is 40. Size of the extracted acoustic features (denoted
as Fin) of the audio segment is 2× 86× 40.
2.3. Learning Vocal Features
Based on the extracted acoustic features, we employ a deep
network to further learn discriminative vocal features. As
shown in Figure 2, we name the network ’CGANet’ with ’C’,
’G’ and ’A’, respectively, standing for Convolution module,
bidirectional GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) module [14, 15]
and attention module [15]. Next, we introduce these modules
in detail.
2.3.1. Convolution Module
Convolution module is composed by three identical parts
in sequence. Each part consists of convolution layer and
batch normalization layer. Batch normalization [16] be-
fore the ReLU [17] activation function of each convolution
layer. Convolution layer has 128 filters whose kernel size
is 3*3. Convolution module is followed by max-pooling
layer, drop-out layer and reshape layer. Max-pooling layer
reduces the dimension of input features to remove some re-
dundant information. Drop-out layer increases the CGANet’s
generalization ability. Reshape layer reshapes the feature to
certain dimension for subsequent GRU module learning. The
reshaped feature is denoted as Fconv ∈ R86×2560.
2.3.2. GRU Module
GRU module consists of two bi-GRU layers. Gated recur-
rent units (GRUs) are a gating mechanism in recurrent neural
networks, introduced in 2014 by Cho et al. [14]. Multilayer
bi-GRU plays a crucial role in helping CGANet learn the
deeper temporal information. CGANet is enabled to learn
temporal information along forward and backward directions
of the entire audio segment by implementing bi-GRU. Let
mFG forward be the feature computed by the first bi-GRU
layer propagating along the forward direction. Similarly,
mFG backward denotes the feature computed by the first bi-
GRU layer propagating along the backward direction. Let
h denote the intermediate state of each frame in the input
segment. The bi-GRU propagates along the forward direc-
tion with an initial state h(0), which is usually set as 0.
Then, for each time step from t = 1 to t = 86, bi-GRU
computes mF tG forward corresponding to F
t
conv . Similarly,
we get mF tG backward by using the same method when bi-
GRU propagates backward. The first bi-GRU layer finally
computes the feature mF tGRU as:
mF tGRU = mF
t
G forward +mF
t
G backward (1)
where + is element-wise addition and t ∈ [1, 86]. The sec-
ond bi-GRU layer takes the output feature of the first bi-GRU
layer mFGRU as input, and operates in the same way. The
final output of the GRU module is the vocal feature FGRU ∈
R86×32.
2.3.3. Attention Module
The vocal feature FGRU obtained so far consists of features
learned at 86 sampled frames. However, different frames may
have different importance to the task of mating success pre-
diction. Being aware of this, we apply the attention mech-
anism to the vocal feature to force the CGANet to assign
different weights to different feature elements. This is im-
plemented with attention module, which mainly consists of a
fully-connected layer and a merge layer and works as follows.
α = ϕ(FGRU ) (2)
Fig. 2: Structure of CGANet which mainly consists of Convolution module, GRU module and Attention module.
acc F1 score recall precision auc
FLDA [18] 79.5%±17.9% 73.1%±29% 70.8%±33.1% 79.1%±18.6% 84.7%±17.2%
SVM [19] 84.5%±15.7% 81.7%±19.8% 78.5%±23.6% 86.1%±15.6% 87.6%±17.7%
CGANet (Ours) 89.9%±9.1% 90.4%±8.4% 91.5%±11.5% 90.5%±10.2% 96.7%±4.4%
Table 1: Performance comparison between CGANet, FLDA [18], and SVM [19]. The best results are shown in bold font.
Feature Type acc F1 score recall precision auc
Combined Feature 77.8%±17.5% 82.1%±11.5% 90.5%±9.2% 77.0%±17.2% 95.8%±5.5%
MFCCs Feature 89.9%±9.1% 90.4%±8.4% 91.5%±11.5% 90.5%±10.2% 96.7%±4.4%
Table 2: Performance of our proposed method when different features are used as input. The best results are shown in bold
font.
Fattn = α FGRU (3)
Here, ϕ denotes the fully-connected layer which computes
weights for the vocal feature elements, and is element-wise
multiplication. The final vocal feature Fattn shares the same
size with FGRU .
2.4. Learning to Predict
According to the vocal feature at each sampling frame, we
predict the probability of successful or failed mating by using
a softmax layer, resulting in a probability matrix P ∈ R86×2
with the first and second columns corresponding to successful
and failed mating, respectively. We then sum up the probabil-
ity values across the frame dimension as follows,
Ps =
86∑
i=1
Pi1, Pf =
86∑
i=1
Pi2. (4)
The mating result of the giant pandas in the input audio seg-
ment is finally predicted as success if Ps > Pf , and failure
otherwise.
Fig. 3: Average weights of the 86 sampled frames computed
by attention module for successful (blue violet line with tri-
angle) and failed (red line with circle) mating.
3. EXPERIMENTS
3.1. Implementation Detail
We train the proposed deep network from scratch with cross-
entropy loss. We set learning rate as 0.01 and decrease it by
10 times if the accuracy on validation set remains unchanged
for 125 epochs and set dropout rate as 0.3, batch size as 32.
The training is done on a PC with NVIDIA GTX TITAN X
(Pascal) and completed at 500 epochs. During the training,
we export model when validation accuracy is improved, and
choose the model with heighest validation accuracy for test.
3.2. Data and Protocols
For this study, vocal sounds of thirteen captive giant pandas
are collected at the Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda
Breeding during the breeding season from 2011 to 2019. A
total of 138 minutes valid giant panda vocal sounds are ob-
tained, among which successful mating sounds last about 72
minutes and failed mating sounds 66 minutes. Following the
preprocessing method in Section 2.1, we construct from these
data a set of 2, 016 audio segments of successful mating and
1, 859 audio segments of failed mating. We randomly split
the successful and failed mating data, respectively, into five
subsets with the constraint. We carry out five-fold cross val-
idation evaluation. In each fold, four subsets are used for
training, and the rest one for testing. Accuracy, a common
evaluation metric in speech emotion recognition, is selected
as our main evaluation metric. We also use recall, precision,
F1 score and AUC to comprehensively evaluate the prediction
performance.
3.3. Prediction Performance
Comparison to Other Methods. Table 1 compares the per-
formance of the proposed CGANet with SVM [19] and
FLDA [18]. The counterpart SVM and FLDA methods
also use the MFCCs features as input. FLDA achieves ac-
curacy of 79.5% ± 17.9%. SVM improves the accuracy
by 5% to 84.5% ± 15.7%. It can be observed that our
proposed CGANet significantly improves the accuracy to
89.9% ± 9.1%. CGANet is also the best in terms of other
metrics. Moreover, the standard deviation of CGANet is
also the smallest across all the metrics, proving the superior
stability of CGANet.
Ablation Study. We compare the effectiveness of differ-
ent features in Table 2. The alternative feature considered
in this experiment is the concatenation of several well-known
acoustic features, i.e., chroma, spectral centroid, spectral con-
trast, roll-off frequency, and zero-crossing rate. We combine
this alternative feature with the MFCCs feature, obtaining a
combined feature whose dimensionality is 62. However, its
performance is much worse than that of MFCCs feature. This
indicates that the alternative feature is unable to capture the
effective vocal feature relevant to mating success of giant pan-
das.
(a) MFCCs feature space(b) CGANet-learned feature space
Fig. 4: Visualization of the feature spaces defined by (a) the
original MFCCs feature and (b) the feature learned by the pro-
posed CGANet.
3.4. Visualizing Learned Features
Figure 3 shows the average weights of the 86 sampled frames
learned by attention module for successful and failed mating.
As can be seen, the weights for different mating results dis-
play different distributions, which demonstrates the necessity
of applying attention module. Figure 4 visualizes the fea-
ture spaces defined by the original MFCCs feature and by the
vocal feature learned by the proposed CGANet by using the
visualization method in [20]. From the results in Figure 4,
we can see that vocal sounds of successful and failed mating
giant pandas show obvious clustering tendency in the feature
space learned by the proposed CGANet. This demonstrates
the effectiveness of our proposed method in learning more
discriminative vocal features for automatic giant panda mat-
ing success prediction.
4. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We demonstrated the potential of audio and deep learning
techniques for wildlife conservation and achieved promising
results. Specifically, we collect vocal sound data of mating gi-
ant pandas during the breeding season, and use deep models
to extract vocal features and automatically predict whether the
mating is successful or not. Based on the prediction results,
giant panda keepers can take appropriate follow-up actions
accordingly at the first chance. Our proposed method is ex-
pected to be helpful for intelligent giant panda breeding. In
the future, we are going to keep enlarging the giant panda
vocal sound data and further validate the practical effective-
ness of the proposed method. We are also going to extend our
study by exploring multi-modal data including both acoustic
and visual data.
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